Custom Faucetry®

THE KITCHEN
COLLECTION
ITALIAN DESIGN. CALIFORNIA CRAFTSMANSHIP.

THE TIME
HAS COME
Introducing kitchen fa
f ucetry by Califo
f rnia Faucets
fo
For years, customers who love our lav
a at
av
a ory fa
f ucets hav
a e wondered why we didn’t make
av
k kitchen fa
ke
f ucets, too.
Our approach has been to do one thing well, perf
rfe
rf
fect it, and then grow. We
W would make
k kitchen fa
ke
f ucets
when we’re ready to bring the same level of sophisticat
a ed design and craft
at
f smanship to them.
ft
Now is the time.
Combining Italian design and American craft
f smanship, we’ve creat
ft
a ed fo
at
f ur series of kitchen fa
f ucets that
a
at
embody all you’ve come to expect fr
f om Califo
f rnia Faucets.
fo
Each is handcraft
f ed with our signat
ft
a ure solid brass construction and includes pull-down spray
at
a spouts that
ay
a
at
toggle seamlessly back and fo
f rth between stream or spray
ay.
ay
y. All spouts also swivel 360 degrees fo
f r maximum
reach and flexibility.
y With our kitchen fa
y.
f ucetry,
y you can choose multiple handle options and they’re
y,
a ailable in more than 30 finishes, including 15 PVD finishes that
av
a come with a life
at
f time warranty against
fe
tarnishing. That
a ’s important considering that
at
a your kitchen fa
at
f ucet is used dozens of times a day
ay,
ay
y, more than
any other plumbing fitt
t ing in your home.
tt
The kitchen is a place where fa
f mily and fr
f iends come together.r.r Let our Custom Faucetry ® help
you unleash your inner cook and make
k your moments memorable. Or,r,r as they say
ke
a in Italy: Buon Appetito!
ay

Solid brass
construction,
including
spray heads

All spouts swivel
360 degrees

Toggle seamlessly
back and
forth between
stream or spray

Magnetic
docking
secures
spray head
into spout

Ultra quiet, durable
polymer-braided
hose has rotating
joint at spray head
for smoother
operation. Helps
prevent separation
of hose from
spray head

Multiple handle
options allow you
to customize
your faucet

Available in more
than 30 finishes

Ceramic disk
cartridge with
lifetime warranty

All kitchen faucets by California Faucets are handcrafted with the quality details above.
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FAUCET
ENSEMBLES
Each of our series is available with a full
range of matching accessories, including
prep/bar faucets, hot water dispensers, cold
filtered water dispensers, soap dispensers,
air gaps, and air activation switches for the
garbage disposer. Unlike most kitchen
faucets, our ensembles allow you to create
a fully coordinated look.

HANDLE OPTIONS
Prefer a different style of handle? No problem. Each series of kitchen faucet offers
multiple handle options. Each and every one has been meticulously designed so you
can’t go wrong.

FINISH WITH THE RIGHT FINISH
Once you’ve chosen your faucet and the accessories you want, select from more than 30 decorative finishes, including
our 15 PVD finishes.
And now we’ve introduced Ultra Stainless Steel™ to our PVD family of finishes that will add a dazzling look to any faucet.
PVD (physical vapor deposition) finishes come with a lifetime guarantee against tarnishing. Using a
state-of-the-art process that molecularly bonds the finish to the faucet, PVD creates an amazingly hard surface that is
the most durable in the world.

To view our compete collection of artisan finishes, visit
our Virtual Finish Gallery ® at californiafaucets.com
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One of the many captivating coastal towns
and beaches along the crystalline waters of
the Ionian Sea, Davoli’s origins extend to
medieval times. No wonder that our Davoli
Series has a look that’s solid, traditional and
as timeless as antiquity.
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DAVOLI SERIES

Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Pull-Down Prep/Bar Faucet

Hot Water Dispenser

SSoap Di
Dispenser

K10-100-42

K10-101-42

9625-K10

9631-K10

Cold Water Dispenser
9620-K10

Air Gap

Air Activation Switch for Disposer

9600-K10

9610-K10

Handle Options

33 Series

35 Series

40 Series

42 Series

55 Series

64 Series

69 Series
Swarovski®
Crystal
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Poetto is Italy’s longest stretch of beach,
extending almost five miles along the
southern Sardinian shore. Our Poetto
Series faucet offers its own lengthy profile.
Slim, sleek and beautifully curved, its
minimalist look becomes an integral
element in your contemporary kitchen.
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POETTO SERIES

Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

Pull-Down Prep Faucet

K50-100-ST

K50-101-ST

Hot Water Dispenser

Soap Dispenser

9625-K50-ST

9631-K50

Cold Water Dispenser
9620-K50-ST

Air Activation Switch for Disposer

Air Gap

9610-K50

9600-K50

Handle Option

Poetto ST

Poetto BST

Poetto SST

Poetto BSST

99

Corsano is nestled in
the heel of Italy’s boot,
a charming, diverse region.
Our faucet series of the
same name is a
contemporary take on
its timeless character.
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CORSANO SERIES

Pull-Down Prep/Bar Faucet

Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet

K51-101-ST

K51-100-FB

Pull-Out Kitchen Faucet

Pull-Out Prep/Bar Faucet

K51-110-FB

Hot Water Dispenser
9625-K50-ST

K51-111-FB

Soap Dispenser
9631-K50

Air Activation Switch
for Disposer

Air Gap

9600-K50

9610-K50

Cold Water Dispenser
9620-K50-ST

Handle Options

Corsano ST

Corsano BST

Corsano FB

Corsano BFB
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Our Rosolina Series is named for
an idyllic, relaxing beach in the north
of Italy. Our graceful faucets reflect
its casual essence with an elegant
tulip-shaped base, giving it a smooth
flowing line from bottom to top.
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ROSOLINA SERIES

Pull-Down Kitchen Faucet
K80-100

Hot Water Dispenser
9625-K80

Pull-Down Prep/Bar Faucet
K80-101

Soap Dispenser
9631-K80

Cold Water Dispenser
9620-K80

Air Activation Switch
for Disposer

Air Gap

9600-K80

9610-K80
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Italian cooking is often defined by its
simple cuisine, with emphasis on the
freshness and quality of the
ingredients, rather than complexity of
the culinary technique. We take the
same approach to our culinary faucets.
Designed with the cooking enthusiasts
in mind, they are the beautiful, robust
accent that adds surprise, delight and
the ideal finishing touch to any kitchen.
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CULINARY FAUCETS

Culinary Kitchen Faucet
with Poetto Body

Culinary Kitchen Faucet
with Corsano Body

K50-150-BST

K51-150-BFB

Pull-Down Prep/Bar Faucet
Corsano Series

Pull-Down Prep Faucet
Poetto Series

K51-101-ST

Hot Water Dispenser
9625-K50-ST

Cold Water Dispenser

K50-101-ST

Soap Dispenser
9631-K50

Air Activation Switch
for Disposer
9610-K50

Air Gap

9600-K50

9620-K50-ST

Handle Options

Corsano ST

Corsano BST

Corsano FB

Corsano BFB

Poetto ST

Poetto BST

Poetto SST

Poetto BSST
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BATHROOM
SOLUTIONS BY
CALIFORNIA
FAUCETS
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BATHROOM FAUCETS
Bathroom faucets and fittings are the foundation of California
Faucets. We offer more than 30 series, each handcrafted and
made to order with solid brass construction. We’ve also pioneered
Custom Faucetry® allowing customers to combine any handle
and spout we offer, all in more than 30 finishes, including 15 PVD
finishes, the most durable finish in the world. As a result, you have
access to a faucet design that’s uniquely yours.

SHOWER SYSTEMS
In the past, thermostatic showers were enjoyed in only the most
luxurious bathrooms. But now, the superior technology of
thermostatic showers is affordable for every bath. With
StyleTherm®, you can dial in precise temperatures rather than
adjusting handles with each use to find the perfect mix.
Independent volume controls allow you to adjust the water
volume for each device you’re using, whether it’s a showerhead,
body spray, handshower, or tub spout.
To create an end-to-end solution for the complete shower, we
also offer our StyleFlow® precision showerheads and handshowers.
These best-in-class showerheads bring timeless Swiss craftsmanship
to your bathroom with a smoothly operating spray dial, vigorous
booster massage spray, and easy-to-clean spray jets.
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BATHROOM
SOLUTIONS BY
CALIFORNIA
FAUCETS

LUXURY DRAINS
California Faucets was the first to bring luxury shower drains
to the industry. These award-winning originals are built
with a level of quality that remains unmatched. We continue
to expand our line with extraordinary designs that are unlike
anything you have ever seen.
• StyleDrain® is the only decorative drain system of its kind.
It’s patented design features beautiful patterns in solid, forged
brass and is available in over 30 custom finishes. With no
visible screws, it’s easy on the eyes and feet.
• StyleDrain® Tile is a patented innovation that allows you to
lay in any tile to seamlessly match the rest of the shower.
As a result, the drain virtually disappears.
•C
 eraline®, the ‘fine line in shower drains’, is a sleek, clean,
linear drain with a lengthy, graceful profile. It’s available in two
stainless steel styles and another that allows you to inset tile to
match your shower floor.
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ZERO DRAIN
Our patented ZeroDrain® is the revolutionary new
sink drain from California Faucets. In the upright position,
the stopper is level with sink, resulting in a superior
“zero clearance” design. Virtually impossible to clog,
ZeroDrain is easier to install and service compared to
standard pop-up drains, which saves significant time and
money. Like all of our products, ZeroDrain
is available in more than 30 artisan finishes.

ACCESSORIES AND TRIM
A bathroom’s fittings should have the same design continuity
you’d expect of any other room interior. That’s why we offer a
complete line of fittings from faucets to shower sets, tub sets,
and bidets. All of our trim pieces and coordinated bathroom
accessories are available in more than 30 finishes.
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Custom Faucetry®

californiafaucets.com

